NORWOOD Manual Chair & Stand NCH-1700 & NIS-1700

The Norwood Manual Chair and Stand is a state of the art system that provides the ultimate ophthalmic and optometric needs. Provides an optimal utilization of space, high level of integration and a combination of maximum comfort. The Norwood Manual Chair and Stand is easy to operate and provides a modern, high class design and aesthetic.

NORWOOD Manual Chair NCH-1700

- Pneumatic-assisted manual recline mechanism uses patient weight for easy patient adjustments
- Includes the same high-quality foot-activated rotation lock found on more expensive chairs. Rotation is a full 180°
- The seat is polyurethane filled for great comfort. The padded headrest is adjustable with a single locking lever
- Raise and lower control is powered with a quiet, low voltage DC motor
- The foot switch has fluid movement for both up and down
- Powered Up and Down
- Manual Recline to 180°

NORWOOD Manual Stand NIS-1700

- Fully counterbalanced slit lamp arm with 10° of vertical movement, smooth operation and locking/release mechanism at your fingertips
- Manual operating Phoropter arm
- Chair can be operated from the stand's touch panel, with ultra-resilient touch switches
- Flexible over-head lamp with two angles and full rotation
- Three recharging wells for handheld instruments. Lights display charge level

The NORWOOD Manual Chair & Stand is available separately or together

Superior Functionality - Minimal floor space!

Your Norwood Representative:
contact us to learn more!
sales@nvisiongroupusa.com

Norwood Device & Diagnostics
One North Morton Ave, Suite 201,
Morton, PA 19070
Phone (toll free): 855.370.1900
Fax: 484.472.6741

www.norwoodvision.com